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Abstract—We investigate the problem of private read update
write (PRUW) in relation to federated submodel learning (FSL)
with storage constrained databases. In PRUW, a user privately
reads a submodel from a system of N databases containing M
submodels, updates it locally, and writes the update back to the
databases without revealing the submodel index or the value of
the update. The databases considered in this problem are only
allowed to store a given amount of information specified by an ar-
bitrary storage constraint. We provide a storage mechanism that
determines the contents of each database prior to the application
of the PRUW scheme, such that the total communication cost is
minimized. We show that the proposed storage scheme achieves
a lower total cost compared to what is achieved by using coded
storage or divided storage to meet the given storage constraint.

I. INTRODUCTION

Federated submodel learning (FSL) [1]–[7] is a form of
federated learning (FL) [8]–[12] where the model is divided
into multiple submodels so that each user is able to download
and update only the specific submodel(s) that can be trained
by the user’s local data. FSL consists of two phases in
communication, namely, the reading phase in which the users
download the required submodel, and the writing phase in
which the users upload the generated update. Original FL
which requires the users to download and update the entire
model is inefficient compared to FSL in cases where the users
do not have the types of data suitable to train the entire model.
Although FSL is efficient in terms of communication cost and
processing power of local users, it introduces an important
issue with respect to user privacy. The submodel that a given
user updates may leak information on the type of data the user
has. Moreover, the values of the updates uploaded by a user
may leak information about the local data of the user, as in FL
[13]–[22]. Consequently, in order to guarantee the privacy of a
given user, the index of the updating submodel as well as the
values of the updates must be kept private from databases. The
combined process of privately reading, updating and writing
is known as private read update write (PRUW).

Existing works [1], [2], [4]–[7] provide PRUW schemes
with different notions of privacy [23], [24]. PRUW with
information-theoretic privacy is equivalent to the problem
of private information retrieval (PIR) in the reading phase,
see e.g., [25]–[53]. The PRUW scheme that is based on
information-theoretic privacy, with the lowest known total cost
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(reading+writing) so far, is presented in [6] and [5]. This
scheme requires N databases that store ML bits where M
is the number of submodels and L is the size of a submodel.
However, in practice, the available databases may not have the
capacity to store ML bits since the model sizes can be large in
general. Thus, the existing schemes cannot be directly defined
on databases with given storage limitations. In this work, we
investigate efficient storage mechanisms that can be used for
PRUW on databases with given storage constraints.

The works most closely related to ours are [4]–[6], [27]–
[30]. FSL with coded/uncoded storage is studied in [4]–[6]
under general privacy and security constraints. For storage
constrained PIR, [27] presents a PIR scheme with coded stor-
age, while [28], [29] provide uncoded schemes with divided
storage. A scheme that utilizes both coded and divided storage
in order to minimize the storage cost is presented in [30].

In this paper, we investigate the problem of PRUW with ho-
mogeneous storage constrained databases, where the common
storage capacity of each database is specified as a fraction µ
of ML. PRUW with storage constrained databases consists of
two main stages: 1) determining the contents of each database,
2) employing a PRUW scheme. In this work, we focus on the
first phase of determining the storage of each database such
that the optimized version of the PRUW scheme in [6] can
be applied in the next stage while satisfying the given storage
constraint. The storage mechanism we propose takes the given
storage constraint µ as an input and determines the contents
of each database prior to the read/write process, such that the
total communication cost (reading+writing) is minimized.

A given storage constraint can be met by dividing the
submodels according to [28], [29] and storing subsets of them
in each database, or by utilizing coded storage [6]. In this
work, we provide a hybrid storage mechanism that combines
both coding and dividing. We show that the hybrid mechanism
achieves a lower total cost compared to each of the two
individual mechanisms for any given storage constraint µ. We
also provide lower bounds on the achievable total costs of each
individual storage mechanism, and illustrate how the proposed
hybrid scheme achieves a lower total cost.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a FL model consisting of M independent
submodels, each containing L bits, stored in a system of N ,
N ≥ 4, non-colluding databases. Each database has a storage



capacity of µML bits, where µ ∈
[

1
N−3 , 1

]
. Each database

must satisfy H(Sn) ≤ µML, where Sn is the content of
database n, n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. At any given time instance, a
single user reads, updates and writes a single submodel of
interest, while keeping the submodel index and the value of
the update private from all databases and other users.

Privacy of the submodel index: No information on the index
of the submodel being updated θ is allowed to leak to any of
the databases, i.e., for each n,

I(θ[t];Q[t]
n , U [t]

n |Q[1:t−1]
n , S[1:t−1]

n , U [1:t−1]
n ) = 0, (1)

where Q
[t]
n and U

[t]
n are the query and update sent by the user

to database n at time t in the reading and writing phases.
Privacy of the value of the update: No information on the

value of the update is allowed to leak to any of the databases,
i.e., for each n,

I(∆
[t]
θ ;U [t]

n |Q[1:t]
n , S[1:t−1]

n , U [1:t−1]
n ) = 0, (2)

where ∆θ is the update generated by the user.
Security of submodels: No information on the submodels is

allowed to leak to any of the databases, i.e., for each n,

I(W
[t]
1:M ;S[t]

n ) = 0, (3)

where W
[t]
k is the kth submodel at time t.

Correctness in the reading phase: The user should be able
to correctly decode the required submodel from the answers
received in the reading phase, i.e.,

H(W
[t−1]
θ |Q[t]

1:N , A
[t]
1:N ) = 0, (4)

where A
[t]
n is the answer from database n at time t.

Correctness in the writing phase: Each parameter i, i ∈
{1, . . . , L} of Wθ must be correctly updated at time t as,

W
[t]
θ,i = W

[t−1]
θ,i +∆θ,i. (5)

The reading and writing costs are defined as CR = D
L and

CW = U
L , respectively, where D is the total number of bits

downloaded in the reading phase and U is the total number of
bits uploaded in the writing phase. The total cost CT is the
sum of the reading and writing costs, i.e., CT = CR + CW .

III. MAIN RESULT

In this section, we present the achievable total cost of the
proposed storage mechanism. Let CT (µ) be the total cost
corresponding to the storage constraint µ.

Theorem 1 For any given N and µ ∈
[

1
N−3 , 1

]
, the achiev-

able total cost of the proposed scheme is given by the boundary
of the lower convex hull of (µ,CT (µ)) pairs given by,(

µ =
r

NKr
, CT (µ) =

4r

r −Kr − 1

)
, r = 4, . . . , N,

Kr = 1, . . . , r − 3, s.t. (r −Kr − 1) mod 2 = 0. (6)

Remark 1 The two main constrained storage mechanisms (di-
vided storage and coded storage) are subsets of the proposed

hybrid storage mechanism. Divided storage corresponds to
cases where r is even in {4, . . . , N} and Kr = 1, while coded
storage corresponds to r = N and Kr ∈ {1, . . . , N−3}, with
(N −Kr − 1) mod 2 = 0. Since the achievable total cost of
the proposed scheme is characterized by the boundary of the
lower convex hull of all achievable points, the total cost of the
proposed scheme is less than or equal to that of the two main
storage mechanisms for each µ.

IV. PROPOSED STORAGE MECHANISM

In this section, we present the proposed storage mechanism
that specifies the specific storage in each database according
to the given storage constraint µ, prior to the application of the
PRUW scheme. First, we present the following lemma, which
is a crucial component of the proposed scheme.

Lemma 1 Let (µ1, CT (µ1)) and (µ2, CT (µ2)) be two pairs of
storage constraints and corresponding achievable total costs.
Then, the pair (µ,CT (µ)) is also achievable for any γ ∈ [0, 1]
where,

µ = γµ1 + (1− γ)µ2 (7)
CT (µ) = γCT (µ1) + (1− γ)CT (µ2) (8)

Proof: Since (µ1, CT (µ1)) and (µ2, CT (µ2)) are achievable,
let S1 and S2 be the schemes that produce the achievable pairs
(µ1, CT (µ1)) and (µ2, CT (µ2)), respectively. A new scheme
can be generated by applying S1 on a γ fraction of bits of
all submodels and S2 on the rest of the bits. The storage of
this scheme is, γMLµ1 + (1 − γ)MLµ2 = µML bits. The
corresponding total cost of the combined scheme is

CT=
γLCT (µ1)+(1−γ)LCT (µ2)

L
=γCT (µ1)+(1−γ)CT (µ2),

(9)

completing the proof. ■
Next, we need to obtain the optimized version of the PRUW

scheme in [6] in order to determine the contents of each
database, on which the scheme is applied.

A. Optimized PRUW Scheme

The contents of a single subpacket in database n, n ∈
{1, . . . , r} of the scheme in [6] with a subpacketization of
y and x+ 1 noise terms with no dropouts is given by

Sn =



∑K
i=1

1
f1,i−αn


W

[i]
1,1
...

W
[i]
M,1

+
∑x

j=0 α
j
nI1,j

...

∑K
i=1

1
fy,i−αn


W

[i]
1,y
...

W
[i]
M,y

+
∑x

j=0 α
j
nIy,j


, (10)

with random noise vectors Ii,j (for security of submodels
[24]) and distinct constants fi,j , αn. In the reading phase, the



user sends queries Qn,ℓ, ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,K} to retrieve each of
W

[1]
[θ],1, . . . ,W

[K]
[θ],y, where θ is the required submodel index,

Qn,ℓ=


∏K

i=1,i ̸=ℓ(f1,i−αn)∏K
i=1,i ̸=ℓ(f1,i−f1,ℓ)

eM (θ)+
∏K

i=1(f1,i−αn)Z1,ℓ

...∏K
i=1,i ̸=ℓ(fy,i−αn)∏K
i=1,i ̸=ℓ(fy,i−fy,ℓ)

eM (θ)+
∏K

i=1(fy,i−αn)Zy,ℓ

 (11)

where Zi,j are random noise vectors. The databases send the
answers An,ℓ, ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,K} given by,

An,ℓ = ST
nQn,ℓ =

y∑
i=1

1

fi,ℓ − αn
W

[ℓ]
θ,i +

K+x∑
j=0

αj
nĨj , (12)

where Ĩi are combinations of random noise terms.1 Using the
answers of all r databases, {W[ℓ]

θ,1, . . . ,W
[ℓ]
θ,y} can be obtained

for each ℓ if r = y+x+K +1. The resulting reading cost is

CR =
Kr

Ky
=

r

r − x−K − 1
. (13)

In the writing phase, the user sends K bits to each of the
r databases, which are linear combinations of y update bits,

Un,ℓ =

y∑
j=1

y∏
i=1,i̸=j

(fi,ℓ − αn)∆̃
[ℓ]
θ,j +

y∏
i=1

(fi,ℓ − αn)ẑℓ, (14)

where ∆̃
[ℓ]
θ,j =

∏K
i=1,i ̸=ℓ(fj,i−fj,ℓ)∏y
i=1,i ̸=j(fi,ℓ−fj,ℓ)

∆
[ℓ]
θ,j for j ∈ {1, . . . , y}.

Once database n receives the update bits, it calculates the
incremental update with the aid of the two matrices given by,

Ωn,ℓ=diag
(∏

r∈F (αr−αn)∏
r∈F (αr−f1,ℓ)

1M , . . . ,

∏
r∈F (αr−αn)∏
r∈F (αr−fy,ℓ)

1M

)
(15)

Q̃n,ℓ=diag

(
1∏K

i=1(f1,i−αn)
1M , . . . ,

1∏K
i=1(fy,i−αn)

1M

)
×Qn,ℓ, (16)

where Ωn,ℓ is the null shaper in [6] with |F| = x − y and
Q̃n,ℓ is the scaled query vector. 1M is the vector of all ones
of size 1×M . The incremental update is calculated as,

Ūn,ℓ = Ωn,ℓ × Un,ℓ × Q̃n,ℓ (17)

=


1

f1,ℓ−αn
∆

[ℓ]
θ,1eM (θ) +P

[1]
αn(x)

...
1

fy,ℓ−αn
∆

[ℓ]
θ,yeM (θ) +P

[y]
αn(x)

 , (18)

where P
[j]
αn(i) is a polynomial of αn of degree i, indexed by

j. Then, the submodels are updated by Sn(t) = Sn(t− 1) +∑K
ℓ=1 Ūn,ℓ. The resulting writing and total costs are,

CW =
K(r − (x− y))

Ky
=

2r − 2x−K − 1

r − x−K − 1
, (19)

1Note that the terms corresponding to W
[j ̸=ℓ]
θ,i for i = 1, . . . , y and

j = 1, . . . ,K in the calculation of the answers in (12) are included in the
combined noise terms Ĩj (aligned along the noise subspace).

CT = CR + CW =
3r − 2x−K − 1

r − x−K − 1
. (20)

Note that the total cost is an increasing function of x since
dCT

dx = r+K+1
(r−x−K−1)2 > 0. Since x ≥ y must be satisfied by

x in order to write to y parameters using a single bit, the
optimum value of x that minimizes the total cost is,

x =

{
y = r−K−1

2 , if r −K − 1 is even,
y + 1 = r−K

2 , if r −K − 1 is odd.
(21)

The resulting total costs of the two cases are,

CT =

{
4r

r−K−1 , if r −K − 1 is even,
4r−2

r−K−2 , if r −K − 1 is odd.
(22)

Note that since the subpacketization y ≥ 1, r and K must
satisfy,

1 ≤ K ≤

{
r − 3, if r −K − 1 is even,
r − 4, if r −K − 1 is odd.

(23)

B. Proposed Storage Mechanism

For a given N we first find the basic achievable pairs of
(µ,CT (µ)) as follows. Let µ = r

NKr
for r = 4, . . . , N and

Kr = 1, . . . , r − 3. For a given µ with a given r and Kr,
following steps need to be followed in order to perform PRUW
while meeting the storage constraint:

1) Divide the L bits of each submodel into N sections and
label them as {1, . . . , N}.

2) Allocate sections n : (n− 1 + r) mod N to database n
for n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.2

3) Use the storage specified in (10) with K = Kr and x, y
given in (21) to encode each of the allocated sections
of all submodels. Note that a given coded bit of a
given section of each submodel stored across different
databases contains the same noise polynomial that only
differs in αn.

4) Use the PRUW scheme described in Section IV-A on
each of the subsets of n : (n−1+r) mod N databases to
read/write to section (n−1+r) mod N of the required
submodel for n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

For each µ = r
NKr

, r = 4, . . . , N , Kr = 1, . . . , r − 3,
the above process gives an achievable (µ,CT (µ)) pair, where
CT (µ) is given as follows using (22),

CT (µ) =

{
4r

r−Kr−1 , if r −Kr − 1 is even,
4r−2

r−Kr−2 , if r −Kr − 1 is odd.
(24)

Note that the above two cases, which correspond to the value
of (r−Kr − 1) mod 2, are a result of two different schemes.
The case with even values of r−Kr−1 has a subpacketization
that is equal to the degree of noise polynomial in storage,
which does not require the null shaper, while the case with
odd values of r − Kr − 1 contains two more noise terms
than the subpacketization, which requires the null shaper; see

2The indices here follow a cyclic pattern, i.e., if (n−1+r) mod N < n,
n : (n− 1 + r) mod N implies {n, . . . , N, 1, . . . , (n− 1 + r) mod N}.



(21). The scheme corresponding to odd values of r−Kr − 1
is inefficient compared to the even case due to the additional
noise term present in storage. This observation combined with
Lemma 1 results in the following lemma.

Lemma 2 For a given µ = r
NKr

, if r and Kr are such that
r − Kr − 1 is odd, it is more efficient to perform a linear
combination of two PRUW schemes with nearest two even
r[i] −K

[i]
r − 1, i = 1, 2, instead of performing direct PRUW

with the given r and Kr, while satisfying the same storage
constraint µ, i.e., with µ1 = r[1]

NK
[1]
r

and µ2 = r[2]

NK
[2]
r

.

Proof: For a given µ = r
NKr

, the nearest µ1 = r[1]

NK
[1]
r

is r−1
NKr

,
since (23) with K replaced by Kr needs to be satisfied for
the PRUW scheme to work. Similarly, µ2 = r+1

NKr
. Let CT (µ),

CT (µ1) and CT (µ2) be the total costs incurred by the scheme
with µ, µ1 and µ2, respectively. From (24), we have,

CT (µ)=
4r−2

r−Kr−2
>CT (µ1)=

4r−4

r−Kr−2
>CT (µ2)=

4(r+1)

r−Kr
.

(25)

Note that µ1 < µ < µ2. From Lemma 1, there exists some
γ ∈ [0, 1] that allocates the storage for the two PRUW schemes
corresponding to µ1 and µ2 that achieves the same storage
constraint as µ, and results in a total cost of γCT (µ1) + (1−
γ)CT (µ2), that satisfies,

CT (µ2) < γCT (µ1) + (1− γ)CT (µ2) < CT (µ1) < CT (µ),
(26)

completing the proof. ■
Once the basic (µ,CT (µ)) pairs corresponding to µ = r

NKr

for r = 4, . . . , N , Kr = 1, . . . , r − 3 with (r − Kr − 1)
mod 2 = 0 are obtained, the achievable total cost of the
proposed scheme for any µ is characterized by the boundary
of the lower convex hull of the above basic (µ,CT (µ)) pairs,
using Lemma 1, denoted by Tach. Therefore, for a given N
and µ, the proposed PRUW storage mechanism is obtained
by utilizing the correct linear combination of PRUW schemes
that correspond to the nearest two basic (µ,CT (µ)) pairs on
Tach. The resulting total cost is Tach(µ).3

V. LOWER BOUNDS ON ACHIEVABLE COSTS

In this section, we provide lower bounds on the achievable
costs derived in Section IV-B. Based on Lemma 2 and (24), for
a given Kr, the achievable total cost of the proposed scheme
for a given N and µ ≤ 1

Kr
can be lower bounded as,

CT (µ,Kr)≥
4r

r −Kr − 1
=

4Nµ

Nµ− 1− 1
Kr

=LB(µ,Kr),

(27)

3The proposed storage scheme can be directly extended for the case
with colluding databases (X-security of submodels T -privacy of queries
and V -privacy of updates) by ensuring that the number of noise terms
added to storage (10), queries (11) and updates (14) are given by
max{X, ⌈V +r−Kr−2

2
⌉}, T and V , respectively. All lemmas and arguments

presented in this paper are still valid for colluding databases with slightly
different expressions involving the extra terms X , T and V .

r
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Fig. 1: All possible pairs of (r,Kr) and corresponding values
of µ for N = 10.
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Fig. 2: Achievable total costs and lower bounds of divided,
coded and hybrid schemes for N = 10, before obtaining the
convex hull boundary.

since LB(µ,Kr) is a convex function of µ and the achievable
total cost is a piecewise linear function with points correspond-
ing to µ = r

NKr
with (r−Kr−1) mod 2 = 0 on LB(µ,Kr).

Similarly, for a given r, the achievable total cost of any µ ≤ r
N

is lower bounded as,

CT (µ, r)≥
4r

r −Kr − 1
=

4Nµ

Nµ− 1− Nµ
r

=LB(µ, r). (28)

Note that the two storage mechanisms defined by divided
storage (Kr = 1, r < N ) and coded storage (Kr > 1, r = N )
are subsets of the proposed storage mechanism where Kr ≥ 1
and r ≤ N . The total cost of the divided storage mechanism
is lower bounded by LBd(µ) = 4Nµ

Nµ−2 , while that of coded
storage is lower bounded by LBc(µ) = 4Nµ

Nµ−1−µ . Clearly,
the lower bound of the coded scheme is less than that of the
divided storage scheme except at µ = 1, where the two bounds
are the same. For all other cases (Kr > 1, r < N ), the lower
bounds LB(µ, r) and LB(µ,Kr) satisfy,

LBc(µ) ≤ LB(µ,Kr), LB(µ, r) ≤ LBd(µ), (29)

For each µ ∈
[

1
N−3 , 1

]
: Even though the coded scheme

is better in terms of the lower bounds, the achievable costs
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Fig. 3: Lowest achievable costs of coded, divided and hybrid
schemes for N = 10.

show that the divided storage scheme performs better at larger
values of µ, as shown in Fig. 3 for N = 10. For the same
example with N = 10, the proposed hybrid storage mechanism
can be applied by first determining the basic achievable(
µ = r

NKr
, CT (µ)

)
pairs for r = 4, . . . , N , Kr = 1, . . . , r−3

with (r −Kr − 1) mod 2 = 0. The pairs of (r,Kr) and the
corresponding values of µ are shown in Fig. 1. The resulting
pairs of (µ,CT (µ)), before finding the convex hull, are shown
in Fig. 2. Note that each achievable (µ,CT (µ)) pair of the
hybrid scheme lies on one of the lower bounds characterized
in (27) and (28). For instance, (0.25, 10) on the red curve
in Fig. 2 is on the lower bound that corresponds to r = 5
in (28) as shown by the pink dotted line. However, since we
are interested in finding the lowest possible total costs, from
Lemma 1, the lowest possible total cost is characterized by
the boundary of the lower convex hull of all achievable points
of the hybrid scheme as shown in Fig. 3. Note that the set
of basic achievable

(
µ = r

NKr
, CT (µ)

)
pairs on the lower

convex hull boundary corresponds to µ’s with (r,Kr) pairs
with r=N =10, r = N − 1 = 9 and r = N − 2 = 8 with
Kr’s that satisfy (r−Kr−1) mod 2 = 0, as marked in Fig. 1.

VI. A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE

In this section, we describe how the PRUW process is
carried out in an arbitrary setting with given N and µ. Consider
an example with N = 8 databases and µ = 0.7. The first step
is to find the basic achievable

(
µ = r

NKr
, CT (µ)

)
pairs of

N = 8 that lie on the lower convex hull boundary. Fig. 4(a)
shows the (r,Kr) pairs and the corresponding µ’s of such
pairs. The required storage constraint µ = 0.7 is in between
0.44 and 0.75, which correspond to (r,Kr) pairs (7, 2) and
(6, 1), respectively. Therefore, the PRUW scheme for N = 8,
µ = 0.7 is obtained by the following steps:

1) γL bits of all submodels are stored according to the
proposed storage mechanism corresponding to (r,Kr) =
(7, 2), and the rest of the (1−γ)L bits of all submodels

r 6 7 8Kr

1

2

3

4

5

10.75

0.44

0.330.25

0.22

0.2

(a) µ = r
NKr

on
the boundary.
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    (0.75,6)

      

(0.44,7)
             

(0.7,6.16) 

(b) Achievable total cost at µ = 0.7.

Fig. 4: Example with N = 8.

are stored according to (r,Kr) = (6, 1). Therefore, γL
bits of the required submodel are updated using the
scheme corresponding to (r,Kr) = (7, 2), and the rest
of the bits are updated by the scheme corresponding to
(6, 1). In order to find the value of γ, we equate the total
storage of each database to the given constraint, i.e.,

γML× 7

8
× 1

2
+ (1− γ)ML× 6

8
= 0.7ML (30)

which gives γ = 0.16.
2) Let L1 = 0.16L and L2 = 0.84L. L1 bits of each

submodel is divided into 8 sections and labeled 1, . . . , 8.
Sections n : (n+ 6) mod 8 are allocated to database n
for n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Each database uses the storage in
(10) with K = 2 and y = x = r−Kr−1

2 = 2 to store
each subpacket of all sections allocated to it. Then, the
PRUW scheme described in Section IV-A is applied to
read/write to the L1 bits of the required submodel.

3) The same process is carried out on the rest of the L2

bits with the scheme corresponding to (6, 1).
The total costs incurred by the two schemes are CT1

=
4r

r−Kr−1 = 4×7
7−2−1 = 7 and CT2 = 4r

r−Kr−1 = 4×6
6−1−1 = 6,

respectively. Therefore, the total cost of N = 8 and µ = 0.7 is
CT =

γLCT1
+(1−γ)LCT2

L = 6.16, which is shown in Fig. 4(b).
In both examples with N = 10 and N = 8, the bound-

ary of the lower convex hull of the achievable (µ,CT (µ))
points was determined by simply connecting the points (µ =

r
NKr

, CT (µ)) with r = N,N − 1, N − 2 with all possible
values of Kr. In general, we have the following result.

Lemma 3 For any given N , let T [h]
ach be the piecewise linear

curve obtained by connecting the achievable points of the
hybrid scheme (µ = r

NKr
, CT (µ)) corresponding to r =

N,N−1, N−2, Kr = 1, . . . , r−3 and (r−Kr−1)mod 2 = 0.
Let T [d]

ach and T
[c]
ach be the minimum achievable total costs of

the divided and coded schemes, respectively. Then,

T
[h]
ach(µ) ≤ min{T [d]

ach(µ), T
[c]
ach(µ)}, ∀µ ∈ [

1

N − 3
, 1]. (31)

The proof of Lemma 3 is based on the geometric placement
of the points (µ = r

NKr
, CT (µ)) for r = N,N−1, N−2 with

Kr = 1, . . . , r−3 and (r−Kr−1) mod 2 = 0 on the lowest
three bounds given in (28) along with the condition (23).
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